
HOME APPLIANCES CONTROL USING SPEECH RECOGNITION

use voice commands to control their electrical appliances,. such as light Spoken command, XBee, Zero Crossing,
Speech Recognition. 1.

As relay diagrams show, when a relay contact is normally open NO , there is an open contact when the relay is
not energized. The appliances by two methods by voice commands or by using experimental results validate
the functions of the proposed system. In either case, applying electrical current to the contacts will change
their state. The required for the signal transmission. When the given controller, a wheel chair and a navigation
module. The adjustable bed offers three elevation positions sleep position, rest position and sitting position. It
is cheaper and uses less power than the B. The percentage of accuracy of Communication Technology, Seoul,
pp. Table Arduino IDE. Elechouse voice recognition module v3 is used for the voice recognition process as
shown in Fig. Kamruzzaman and Md. However, the Raspberry pi used in the project is model 2 B.
Microphone and Voice Recognition Module The microphone used to get voice commands to the voice
recognition module is a simple collar type microphone with 3. Not to be used with raspberry pi 3 as it has built
in wifi module. Jawarkar, Vasif Ahmed and R. The normally open state N. Bluetooth module to provide
wireless control of the Integrating voice recognition technology to home automation appliances. The speech
input from the microphone is given to the voice recognition module and there the input speech is compared
with the previously trained voice commands and if there is a match then control action through control circuit
is taken. Upon successful recognition of voice command 2 shows the list of commands and the functions
performed by the control action corresponding to that command is taken. The motorized jack is used to lift up
the bed Fig. The Limitation of the system [1] [3] is the use of who cannot move their limbs but can speak and
listen to the computer which makes system more expensive. The command is recognized this information is
transferred to the Arduino receives the command from the voice recognition control circuit through PC
parallel port and the corresponding module and move the wheel chair accordingly thus device is turned on or
off. In the rest position the bed is Fig. The main component required is as follows: 1. The width and height of
the bed is 2 feet. The Raspberry Pi is slower than a modern laptop or desktop but is still a complete Linux
computer and can provide all the expected abilities that implies, at a low-power consumption level. The
Illumination sensor turns off the lights automatically when natural light is sufficient to see around. The motor
used in jack is a 12V dc motor. Relays are generally used to switch smaller currents in a control circuit and do
not usually control power consuming devices except for small motors and Solenoids that draw low amps. The
comparison graph function. In addition, relays are also widely used to switch starting coils, heating elements,
pilot lights and audible alarms. Buzzer allows disabled person to notify the to the stationary part of guardians
whenever the person need help. But thanks to its small size and accessible price, it was quickly adopted by
tinkerers, makers, and electronics enthusiasts for projects that require more than a basic microcontroller such
as Arduino devices. The person can sleep comfortably in this position. Voice Command Function performed
21 ControlOn 1 1 Load 1 the 0 control 1 and off 4 Under the noisy condition out of five trials only three were
command to recognizer. Ardunio works on 5V D. The jack also has the limit switches which stop the motor
when certain height is reached or jack is lowered to a certain point. The ideal conditions. The user voice
commands are converted into Intelligent home navigation system for disabled and elderly the symbols and
they are sent to server PC over WI-FI person [2] proposed a system which uses voice recognition network.
Zigbee wireless first before it can be used to recognize commands. L received her B. Beneath the movable part
of bed there is a box type structure on the top of which motorized jack is fixed which will lift the bed
moveable part up or down and in the box structure the home automation system electronics is placed as shown
in Fig. Relays control one electrical circuit by opening and closing contacts in another circuit.


